
June Meeting

 

Minutes

Board of Directors Meeting

June 7, 2003

Members in attendance: Harry Meese, Frank D’Angelo, Dave Fedorchak,

Dick Asbell, Rocky Wells

Review of Minutes: The Minutes from April 26 were reviewed. A motion

to accept was made by Harry Meese and seconded by Frank D’Angelo.

Unanimously passed.

Old Business

There was no old business

Architectural Control Committee

The only discussion was about a pool built by Anne and Paul Lyons.

Frank assured the Board that he spoke to Anne and proper documentation

and approval from the ACC was forthcoming. No other ACC issues were

presented.

Road Committee

Dick Bly was absent, however Dick Asbell and Dave Fedorchak briefed

the status of the Owens Road project. Dave briefed that, as part of V

DOT entrance requirements, at least one telephone pole would have to

be moved or replaced at an unknown cost. Rocky briefed that an overall

engineering plan needed to be developed prior to the committee

developing other parts of the plan. The engineering cost should be

spent as a prelude to any other costs being incurred for the

investigation and development of the project (obtaining an easement

for lot 1). Dave Fedorchak will continue to work with Paul Lyons on

this issue.

Regarding the general road repairs, it was noted that the previous

repairs were holding up well, and that most new damage is to areas not

repaired by Barton and Boyd. Additionally, there may have been one

road not included in the last repair work order that should have been,

specifically the road leading to Matt Dulin’s lot. This needs

immediate attention, as it is almost impassable. Dick Asbell will

contact Dick Bly to arrange for the required repairs.

Financial
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Dick Asbell briefed the status of the projected budget for FY ’04. It

appears that we are on our projected budget and, barring unanticipated

expenses, will have the $125,000 reserve necessary for road repairs

after the next dues are collected and can also cover projected

expenses.

Rhonda D’Angelo will be unavailable to conduct an in-house Meadows HOA

financial audit as first thought. Although not a requirement, the

Board will pursue this option at a later, more convenient date.

Current traceability to all funds collected and expended are

excellent, and the need for an audit is minimal at this time.

Common Area

The use of castle rock was discussed as part of the dockside

improvement project. Due to its ability to be removed and vandalized,

additional funds would be required for its use.

The ability to enforce speeding infractions through the local

sheriff’s office was discussed. The only time the Sheriff can/ will

come into the Meadows would be in times of drunk driving, trespassing

and reckless driving. The continued use and replacement of speed

limits signs was upheld.  Replacement of damaged signs will continue.

Continued grass cutting and weed whacking by Jeff Innacellii at $35

hr/ and $15 hr was discussed and supported by all members. Five hrs of

labor have been billed and paid to date.

Legal Matters

Two potential legal matters discussed were those associated with lot

numbers 21 and 115.

In the case of lot 21, recovering previous court action judgments is

being pursued.  In the case of lot 115, liens have been assessed

against the property for late dues and the special assessment for road

repair.

Covenant/By-Laws

Frank D’Angelo will wait until the newest reported voting numbers by

Dick Post are sent in, and then attempt to contact all non-voting lot

owners to increase the amount of votes collected in order to pass or

kill the proposed agenda items. A start/ stop time frame for voting

was discussed. Frank will propose, by next BOD meeting, a plan to

introduce proposed changes and then start a voting period that will

most likely have a one-year life span.
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The next BOD meeting will be at 0830, Harry Meese’s house on July

26th.

The motion to adjourn was made by Dick Asbell and seconded by Rocky

Wells.

Recorded by Frank D’Angelo in secretary’s absence.

Respectfully submitted,

Toni Ackerman

Secretary
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